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ABSTRACT

Context. Recent discoveries of new trans-Neptunian objects have greatly increased the attention by the scientific com-
munity to this relatively unknown region of the solar system. The current level of precision achieved in the description
of planet orbits has transformed modern ephemerides in the most updated tools for studying the gravitational interac-
tions between solar system bodies. In this context, the orbit of Saturn plays a primary role, especially thanks to Cassini
tracking data collected during its 13-year mission around the ringed planet. Planetary ephemerides are currently mainly
built using radio data, in particular with normal points derived from range and Doppler observables exchanged between
ground stations and interplanetary probes.
Aims. We present an analysis of Cassini navigation data aimed at producing new normal points based on the most
updated knowledge of the Saturnian system developed throughout the whole mission. We provide additional points from
radio science dedicated passes of Grand Finale orbits and Titan flybys. An updated version of the INPOP planetary
ephemerides based upon these normal points is presented, along with a new estimate of the mass of trans-Neptunian
object rings located in the 2:1 and 3:2 mean motion resonances with Neptune.
Methods. We describe in detail the orbit determination process performed to construct the normal points and their
associated uncertainties and how we process those points to produce a new planetary ephemeris.
Results. From the analysis, we obtained 623 new normal points for Saturn with metre-level accuracy. The ephemeris
INPOP19a, including this new dataset, provides an estimated mass for the trans-Neptunian object rings of (0.061 ±
0.001)M⊕.

Key words. Kuiper belt: general – Ephemerides – Gravitation – Space vehicles: instruments

1. Introduction

Recent decades have marked a relevant step forward in
our understanding of the outer solar system thanks to
the continuous discoveries of new trans-Neptunian objects
(TNOs) (Jewitt & Luu 1993; Brown et al. 2004; Trujillo
& Sheppard 2014; Becker et al. 2018). Although these
new discoveries have provided fundamental insights into
the complex dynamics of TNOs, new questions regarding
the forces sculpting their convoluted orbits arise (see
Prialnik et al. (2020) for a complete review of the current
understanding of the trans-Neptunian solar system). In
2016, Batygin & Brown (2016) proposed the presence of
a ninth planet (P9), beyond the orbit of Neptune, that is
able to explain the observed anomalies (see Batygin et al.
(2019) for a thorough overview of the P9 hypothesis).
Since then, many attempts to locate the elusive planet
have followed (Fienga et al. 2016; Folkner et al. 2016;
Holman & Payne 2016a,b; Fienga et al. 2020). However,
as Pitjeva & Pitjev (2018) point out, a better knowledge

? The reduced data are only available at: http://www.
geoazur.fr/astrogeo/?href=observations/base

of the masses involved is mandatory for disentangling the
potential gravitational signal of P9: in particular, the mass
of TNOs located in between the 2:1 and 3:2 mean motion
resonances with Neptune, forming the so-called Kuiper
belt. Hopefully, modern ephemerides, especially the Saturn
orbit inferred from Cassini data, can help us to constrain
the cumulative mass of these objects.

The spacecraft Cassini completed its mission by
plunging into Saturn’s atmosphere on 15 September 2017.
Nevertheless, there is still much to be done with its
incredible legacy. Among the vast amount of scientific data
gathered by the spacecraft during almost two decades of
mission, the radiometric measurements collected for navi-
gation and radio-science purposes represent a valuable tool
to precisely locate Saturn within the solar system. A good
estimate of the orbit of the spacecraft relative to Saturn,
by means of ground-referenced measurements, allows us
to constrain the position of the planet with respect to
Earth with metre-level accuracy. An approach based on
the use of normal points has been proven (Standish 1990;
Moyer 2005). Normal points are derived measurements of
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the signal propagation round-trip light-time in between
a ground station and the spacecraft, which is computed
using the estimated trajectory.

The process of reconstructing the spacecraft orbit, re-
ferred to as orbit determination (OD), relies on radio sig-
nals exchanged between a ground station and the space-
craft, aimed at measuring the relative distance and radial
velocity. More precisely, range data measure the distance
as the delay in time due to the signal propagation, whilst
range-rate observables measure the Doppler shift on the
signal reference frequency due to the relative motion (see
Thornton & Border (2000) for an exhaustive definition).
Then, the spacecraft state, along with a series of parame-
ters of the dynamical model composing the state vector x,
is retrieved by minimising the cost function of the residuals
vector as follows:

J(x) =
1

2
ε(x)TWε(x) with ε(x) = (O − C(x)) , (1)

where O represents the observed observables vector and C
the computed observables, which are calculated using the
dynamical and observation models in a relativistic context,
whileW is the weighting matrix of the measurements (Bier-
man 1977; Tapley et al. 2004).

During the Cassini tour of the Saturnian system, daily
tracking from the Deep Space Network (DSN) stations
granted approximately six hours per day of range and
range-rate data, allowing the flight operations team to nav-
igate the spacecraft (Antreasian et al. 2005, 2007, 2008;
Pelletier et al. 2012; Bellerose et al. 2016). The orbit of
Cassini was dictated by a complex optimisation process
aimed at maximising the number of encounters with the
moons while limiting the propellant consumption. The ac-
tual trajectory included about one flyby of Titan per orbit,
with additional flybys of the other major satellites, such as
Rhea, Dione, and Enceladus. To this end, the trajectory
was made possible by the moon’s gravity assists and spe-
cific orbital trim manoeuvres (OTMs) that were performed
to direct Cassini towards the next encounter (Brown 2018).
Moreover, the need for precise pointing of the high gain
antenna (HGA), along with the requirements set by other
instruments, demanded fine control of the spacecraft at-
titude. This was achieved using either the 8 1-N reaction
control system (RCS) thrusters or the reaction wheel as-
sembly. A slight unbalance of the RCS thrusts introduced
undesired ∼millimetre/s-magnitude ∆V s on the spacecraft,
referred to as small forces (Lee & Burk 2019). In addi-
tion, spacecraft dynamics were affected by solar radiation
pressure (SRP), the anisotropic acceleration produced by
the radioisotope thermoelectric generators (RTGs), and the
drag of the upper atmosphere of Titan during the closer
flybys of the moon (with an altitude < 1000 km) (Pelletier
et al. 2006). As result, reconstructing the orbit was an ex-
tremely complicated task, making de facto Cassini one of
the most complex space missions ever navigated. For exam-
ple, Cassini performed a total of 162 targeted moon flybys
and 360 successful OTMs in 13 years.

The reconstruction process is currently a well-
established procedure (Roth et al. 2018), thanks to the
comprehensive experience of the spacecraft dynamics
acquired during the mission, the enhanced precision of
Saturn’s satellites ephemerides (Jacobson 2016a; Boone
& Bellerose 2017), and current knowledge of the gravity

field of the major bodies, which are measured on dedicated
flybys (Iess et al. 2019; Durante et al. 2019; Iess et al. 2014).

In this work we describe the method we follow to
produce new normal points for the positioning of the
barycentre of Saturn’s system, based on a re-analysis of
Cassini navigation data. These new measurements are
thus processed with the weighted least-squares filter of
the intégrateur numérique planétaire de l’Observatoire de
Paris (INPOP), to obtain an updated planetary ephemeris:
INPOP19a. The refined ephemeris is used to provide new
constraints on the outer solar system dynamics, including
a new estimate of the mass of TNO rings located in 2:1
and 3:2 resonances with Neptune.

The manuscript is structured as follows: in Sect. 2 we
provide a detailed description of our OD process for Cassini
navigation data and explain how we produce new normal
points for Saturn, starting from the reconstructed trajecto-
ries. In Sect. 3 we present the additional points we produced
from Grand Finale orbit pericentres and Titan flybys dedi-
cated to gravity. In Sect. 4 we introduce the updated plan-
etary ephemeris developed using the new normal points. In
particular, we focus on the newly introduced modelling of
the TNOs necessary for fitting the new data. This includes
a new estimate of the Kuiper belt mass. A discussion on its
implications is given in Sect. 5, where we provide compar-
isons with previous analyses and current theoretical predic-
tions.

2. Analysis of navigation data

2.1. Dataset

The orbit reconstruction relies on Cassini navigation
data collected during its tour of the Saturnian system, in
particular, two-way X-band Doppler and range measure-
ments daily acquired from DSN stations (on average six
hours per tracking pass). We limited our analysis to three
different periods of the 13-year mission: from February to
July 2006 (including T10-T15 flybys)1, from November
2008 to November 2009 (T47-T62 plus E8-E9), and from
February to April 2011 (T74-T75). We chose these three
intervals trying to extend the data coverage, while looking
for periods of the mission during which Cassini performed
consecutive flybys of Titan without encounters with the
other moons. In this way, we are able to achieve a more
accurate reconstruction of the orbit. We then cut data
characterised by sun-Earth-probe (SEP) angles < 30◦
because of the large solar plasma scintillation (Iess et al.
2014; Asmar et al. 2005), which would significantly degrade
(and perhaps bias) the estimate of Cassini trajectory. We
analysed the data using an integration time of 60 s for
Doppler and 300 s for range measurements, ignoring the
observables with elevation < 15◦.

The fitted residuals of a reconstructed arc are shown
in Fig. 1, providing the best noise levels of the measure-
ments, obtained near a solar opposition (SEP > 140◦). In
this case, Doppler noise amounts to 0.6 mHz (equivalent to

1 The flyby labelling provides for the initial of the interested
moon (e.g. T for Titan, E for Enceladus) followed by the en-
counter number.
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Fig. 1. Residuals of two-way Doppler data at 60 seconds count-time (top) and range data at 300 seconds (bottom) for a typical
arc. The different colours and markers specify the complex and specific Deep Space Station (DSS) used for each tracking pass. The
red vertical lines indicate the two flybys of Titan performed within the analysed period. In the bottom left boxes, the amount,
mean, and standard deviation of residuals are reported.

∼0.02 mm/s), while for range data we obtain a root mean
square (RMS) of 2.6 DSN range units (RU). One RU cor-
responds to approximately 0.94 ns in round-trip range for
a 1 MHz ranging tone (14 cm in one-way distance). For the
whole analysed dataset, the average noise is ∼1.3 mHz for
range-rate and ∼2.9 RU for range data.

2.2. Set-up

In order to reconstruct the orbit, we divided the trajectory
in arcs that span two consecutive flybys. This approach
was also followed by the navigation team (Bellerose et al.
2016). The extension of these arcs is mainly limited by
the dynamical model accuracy in predicting the outbound
trajectory of the satellite encounter. The resulting arc sub-
division provides for an overlap between two consecutive
flybys (e.g. if the i -th arc includes T52 and T53 as in Fig.
1, the (i+1)-th arc includes T53 and T54); this allows for
a more robust estimate of the orbit and permits, for each
flyby, to choose the arc that provides the most accurate
solution.

In our OD solution, using navigation reconstructions
(Antreasian et al. 2005, 2007, 2008; Pelletier et al. 2012;
Bellerose et al. 2016) as a priori information, we then
solved for the spacecraft initial conditions, corrections
to OTMs direction and amplitude, small forces ∆V
components, RTG acceleration, a scale factor for SRP,
and stochastic accelerations. The latter are used for
compensating remaining mis-modellings in the spacecraft
dynamics; in particular, constant accelerations to the level
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Fig. 2. Main accelerations acting on the spacecraft (bottom
panel) in a close flyby of Titan (here represented for T50), during
which Cassini flew over the moon at an altitude of 960 km (as
shown in the top panel).

of 5 × 10−13 km/s2 for each spacecraft-fixed frame axis
are estimated and updated every eight hours. Moreover,
during closer Titan flybys, we account for drag coefficients
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Fig. 3. Estimated range biases (one per pass) and associated formal uncertainties for the three analysed periods. A clear signal is
introduced by Earth and Saturn ephemerides (INPOP17a). The scatter, instead, is related to the station delays calibration errors.
The red line shows the relative SEP angle.

and corrections to the predicted RCS thrusts, which are
used to counter the atmospheric torques and maintain the
desired attitude.

A representation of the magnitude of the main accelera-
tions acting on the spacecraft during a typical low-altitude
flyby of Titan is given in Fig. 2. The plot shows the rel-
evance of non-gravitational (NG) accelerations in the evo-
lution of the trajectory and how their correct modelling
plays a decisive role in obtaining a good reconstruction of
the orbit. Because of the limited knowledge of such forces,
in some passes additional stochastic accelerations to the
level of 5 × 10−9 km/s2 along the spacecraft Z-axis 2 and
5× 10−11 km/s2 on X and Y were estimated and updated
every five minutes. We extracted the gravities of Titan and
Saturn, which still introduce a major effect on the space-
craft dynamics, from Durante et al. (2019) and Iess et al.
(2019) and these values were not adjusted in our fit.

The orbits and point-mass gravity accelerations from
the other solar system planets were computed using
INPOP17a planetary ephemerides (Viswanathan et al.
2017), while gravity interactions with the other satellites
of Saturn were derived from Jet Propulsion Laboratory’s
(JPL) SAT389 (Jacobson 2016a) and SAT393 (Jacobson
2016b). For the ephemerides of Titan we used the solution
provided by the navigation team (Antreasian et al. 2005,
2007, 2008; Pelletier et al. 2012; Bellerose et al. 2016). The
reconstruction of Titan orbit by the navigation team is
sufficiently accurate (Boone & Bellerose 2017) to obtain a
good fit of the data (see Fig. 1) except for the arcs of 2006,
which were reconstructed in an early phase of the mission
when limited knowledge of the Saturnian system afflicted
the navigation reconstruction. For those arcs requiring

2 Z-axis corresponds to the HGA pointing axis

further adjustments, we estimated minor3 corrections to
Titan state, of the order of tens of metres. An assessment
of the impact of the uncertainty of Titan ephemeris on
orbit reconstruction is provided in Boone & Bellerose
(2017).

Although we used largely de-weighted, range mea-
surements in our analysis; those are affected by potential
biases from path delays introduced by the propagation
media (e.g. troposphere, ionosphere, and solar plasma),
instrumentation at the ground station, and the spacecraft
radio system. Before (pre-cal) or after (post-cal) each
pass, the ground station provides a characterisation of
the station delay with metres-level uncertainty (Border
& Paik 2009). During the pass, negligible variations of
about 10 cm, below the RMS level of the observables (see
Fig. 1), are expected. Water-vapour radiometer (only for
gravity-dedicated passes) and Global Positioning System
(GPS) calibrations are available for media delays. How-
ever, to compensate for the remaining calibration error,
we estimated a common bias on the range observables per
tracking pass. These biases were modelled as stochastic
parameters, updated every 24 hours, with large a priori
uncertainty (500 RU) in absorbing both the calibration
residual and the planetary ephemerides mis-modelling.
Errors in the relative location of Saturn and Earth
cause an erroneous positioning of Cassini with respect
to the ground station, and thus a miscalculation of the
range computed observable. In our fit we did not cor-
rect for this term, but we absorbed it with the range biases.

3 negligible in terms of induced shift on the Saturn system
barycentre considering the range data accuracy.
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The estimated values are reported in Fig. 3. A signifi-
cant signature with an annual frequency and an amplitude
of about 50 m is present as a result of the use of INPOP17a.
Thanks to the enhanced accuracy of the new points, it is
now possible to improve this ephemeris. A fundamental ad-
vantage of our analysis with respect to Hees et al. (2014)
is derived from the choice of processing longer arcs that in-
clude moon flybys and OTMs. In this way, it is possible to
better constrain the position of Cassini with a continuous
orbit (see Fig. 3) and, therefore, to produce more accurate
normal points for Saturn ephemeris. The analysis has been
performed using JPL’s Mission Analysis, Operations, and
Navigation Toolkit Environment (MONTE) for both inte-
grating the equations of motion and generating the com-
puted observables with its observation model (Moyer 2005).

2.3. Production of normal points

Once we dispose of a new reconstructed trajectory for
Cassini and refined corrections to Saturn ephemeris in the
form of range biases, we can proceed with the construc-
tion of the normal points. These are virtual measurements
time-tagged in the middle of each tracking pass, providing
the signal round-trip light-time between the ground-station
and the spacecraft, corrected for the Earth’s troposphere
and ionosphere delays and the relative range bias, properly
transformed in time delay. The associated uncertainty is
given by the estimated range bias covariance yielded from
OD. A representation of the formal uncertainty levels are
given by the error bars shown in Fig. 3.

The signal propagation time is computed as

tr − tt =
rtr
c

+ ∆GR, (2)

rtr = |rr(tr)− rt(tt)|, (3)

where tr and tt are the times at receiver and transmitter,
respectively, rr(tr) and rt(tt) are the positions of the re-
ceiver and transmitter in the inertial frame at the receiving
and transmitting time, and ∆GR is the general relativity
correction term (Moyer 2005). The solution, which requires
an iterative process to account for the relative motion of
the bodies within the propagation time, is performed using
MONTE utilities.

Therefore, the normal point is given by

ρ̃ = (tr − tt)uplink + (tr − tt)dnlink + δstn + ρbias, (4)

where (·)uplink and (·)dnlink terms represent the uplink and
downlink propagation times, δstn the possible station de-
lays, and ρbias the estimated range bias expressed in sec-
onds.

3. Grand Finale and Titan gravity flybys

Additional points were produced based on the OD solutions
of the Grand Finale passes (Iess et al. 2019) and Titan
flybys (Durante et al. 2019) dedicated to gravity.

3.1. Grand Finale

During Grand Finale orbits performed at the end of its
mission, Cassini flew close to Saturn as it never did be-
fore, passing in between the rings and the upper clouds

of the planet. Five pericentres of these 22 orbits were de-
voted to measuring the gravity field and rings mass of Sat-
urn. Exploiting the exquisite orbit reconstruction obtained
within these passes, characterised by a metre-level uncer-
tainty with respect to the planet at the closest approach
(C/A), we have produced nine normal points with an un-
precedented accuracy of ∼ 3 m. These data allowed us to
extend Cassini dataset until the end of the mission in 2017.

3.2. Titan gravity flybys (TGF)

Of the 127 close encounters Cassini made with Titan in 13
years, 9 were dedicated to gravity measurements (plus an
additional flyby primarily devoted to imaging the moon’s
north polar lakes). During these flybys, the Cassini HGA
antenna pointed towards Earth and no manoeuvres were
executed for few days before and after the flyby to grant
the maximum dynamical stability to the platform. More-
over, the altitude, ranging from 2397 and 3651 km, was
chosen to avoid disturbances from the moon’s thick atmo-
sphere (see Sect. 2). This allowed Durante et al. (2019) to
reconstruct the spacecraft trajectory with higher accuracy
compared to that attainable in the other flybys. For each
gravity flyby, four to five measurements were produced (one
per tracking pass) for a total of new 42 normal points. The
average uncertainty of these measurements is ∼7.4 m; the
C/A points, which were constrained by Titan’s gravity, ex-
hibit the highest accuracies.

4. INPOP planetary ephemerides

Since 2003 INPOP planetary ephemerides have been built
by numerically integrating the equations of motion of the
eight planets of our solar system, plus Pluto and the Moon,
with accurate modelling of the Moon’s libration and the
Earth’s rotation. Their initial conditions at J2000 are esti-
mated using a weighted least-squares filter on the most ac-
curate measurements available, derived from tracking data
of interplanetary missions around the solar system, but also
ground-based optical observations and Lunar laser rang-
ing measurements (Fienga et al. 2019b; Viswanathan et al.
2018).

4.1. Data sample

As described in Fienga et al. (2019b) and Fienga et al.
(2019a), the latest INPOP version, INPOP19a, benefits
from several improvements in the field of the solar plasma
correction and the determination of asteroid masses (Fienga
et al. 2019b). In Fienga et al. (2019b), the use of Monte
Carlo least squares with a priori information on the as-
teroid spectra leads to significant improvement in the con-
straints of the asteroid masses and in the post-fit residuals
(see Table 1). In particular, with INPOP19a we estimated
the masses of 343 objects of the main belt. The addition of
the new normal points for the Jovian barycentre, obtained
with the gravity science experiment of the Juno mission
(Iess et al. 2018), and the new adjustment of the Moon or-
bit and rotation (Fienga et al. 2019a) should be also noted.
Another major input is derived from the use of the normal
points for the Saturn system barycentre deduced from the
analysis of Cassini tracking data described in Sect. 2 and
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Table 1. List of datasets included in INPOP19a fit. Columns 1 and 2 provide information on the mission, type, and number of
observations. Column 3 gives the time interval covered, while column 4 lists the related accuracies provided by space agencies
or navigation teams. Finally, in the last two columns the WRMS for INPOP19a and INPOP17a are reported, respectively. The
measurement sets produced within this work are highlighted in grey.

Type no Period Average WRMS
accuracy INPOP19a INPOP17a

Mercury
Direct range [m] 462 1971-Apr/1997-Aug 900.0 0.95 0.96
Mariner range [m] 2 1974-Mar/1976-Mar 100.0 0.37 0.78
Messenger range [m] 1096 2011-Mar/2014-Apr 5.0 0.82 1.29

Venus
Direct range [m] 489 1965-Dec/1990-Jan 1400.0 0.98 0.98
VLBI [mas] 68 1990-Sep/2013-Feb 2.0 1.13 1.178
Vex range [m] 24783 2006-Apr/2011-Jun 7.0 0.93 0.93

Mars
VLBI [mas] 194 1989-Feb/2013-Nov 0.3 1.26 1.16
MGS range [m] 2459 1999-Apr/2006-Sep 2.0 0.93 1.31
MRO/MO range [m] 20985 2002-Feb/2014-Jan 1.2 1.07 1.91
Mex range [m]:
· INPOP17a interval 29203 2005-Mar/2016-May 2.0 0.97 1.26
· INPOP19a interval 30669 2005-Mar/2017-May 2.0 0.98 3.37

Jupiter
Optical RA/Dec [arcsec] 6416 1924-May/2008-Jun 0.3 1.0 1.0
Flybys RA/Dec [mas] 5 1974-Dec/2001-Jan 4.0/12.0 0.94/1.0 0.58/0.82
Flybys range [m] 5 1974-Dec/2001-Jan 2000.0 0.98 0.71
VLBI [mas] 24 1996-Jul/1997-Dec 11.0 1.01 1.03
Juno range [m] 9 2016-Aug/2018-Sep 20.0 0.945 116.0

Saturn
Optical RA/Dec [arcsec] 7826 1924-Mar/2008-May 0.3 0.96/0.87 0.96/0.87
Cassini:
· VLBI RA/Dec [mas] 10 2004-Sep/2009-Apr 0.6/0.3 0.97/0.99 0.92/0.91
· JPL range [m] 165 2004-May/2014-May 25.0 0.99 1.01
· Navigation + TGF range [m] 614 2006-Jan/2016-Aug 6.0 1.01 2.64
· Grand Finale range [m] 9 2017-May/2017-Jul 3.0 1.14 29.0

Uranus
Optical RA/Dec [arcsec] 12893 1924-Aug/2011-Sep 0.2/0.3 1.09/0.82 1.09/0.82
Flybys RA/Dec [mas] 1 1986-Jan 50.0 0.12/0.42 0.42/1.23
Flybys range [m] 1 1986-Jan 50.0 0.92 0.002

Neptune
Optical RA/Dec [arcsec] 5254 1924-Jan/2007-Nov 0.25/0.3 1.008/0.97 1.008/0.97
Flybys RA/Dec [mas] 1 1989-Aug 15.0 0.11/0.15 1.0/1.57
Flybys range [m] 1 1898-Aug 2.0 1.14 1.42

from OD solutions of the gravity Grand Finale passes and
Titan flybys (see Sect. 3).

The INPOP19a full dataset is presented in Table 1,
along with a comparison of the weighted RMS (WRMS)
of the post-fit residuals obtained with INPOP19a and IN-
POP17a. Beside the aforementioned points, the Cassini
dataset includes ten Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) measurements and 165 normal points deduced by
the JPL Doppler-only analysis described in Hees et al.
(2014). The time span of these observations is from 2004
to 2014, with an estimated RMS of 25 m. The augmented
dataset for Saturn required some modifications in the IN-
POP dynamical modelling of the outer solar system for fit-
ting together the three Cassini data samples previously de-
scribed.

4.2. Update in the Kuiper belt modelling

Firstly, to update our representation of the solar system
with the most recent estimates, we added the most massive
TNOs to the list of planetary perturbers to INPOP19a (see
Table 2). Along with the main belt asteroids, the orbits of
these TNOs are integrated together with those of the plan-
ets. We fixed the masses of these objects, since they all have
at least one natural satellite, and their masses are thus very
accurately measured by studying their moon orbits. Sec-
ondly, a ring representing the average influence of TNOs
enclosed in the two main resonances with Neptune (3:2 and
2:1) was modelled in INPOP19a. To do so, we introduce
the accelerations induced by point-mass bodies spread over
three circular, not inclined orbits located at 39.4, 44.0, and
47.5 AU, to which we attribute one-sixth, two-thirds, and
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Table 2. Masses of the TNOs individually included in IN-
POP19a set-up. Values extracted from Pitjeva & Pitjev (2018).

TNO IAU GM×1014 mass ×10−20

number AU3d−2 kg

136199 251.9160 169.3357
136108 60.36990 40.58011
136472 44.98510 30.23858
90482 9.554830 6.422671
208996 8.007340 5.382462
50000 7.235460 4.863611
174567 3.994670 2.685181
120347 1.934696 1.300485
55637 1.880380 1.263975

one-sixth of the total mass, respectively (the same config-
uration adopted by Pitjeva & Pitjev (2018)). The ring at
44.0 AU has more mass, as it represents the sum of the two
populations of objects, the resonant and classical Kuiper
belt objects (KBOs), with semi-major axes between 39.4
and 47.5 AU. The total mass is then estimated in the IN-
POP adjustment. The high correlations (98.5 %) between
the masses of each ring lead to an impossible estimation of
the separate contributions.

With the INPOP19a extended dataset (Table 1), which
now includes the Juno and Cassini data, we obtain for the
TNOs ring a mass of

Mring = (0.061± 0.001)M⊕. (5)

4.3. Comparison with INPOP17a

Beside providing an overview on INPOP dataset, Table 1
also shows the improvements brought by the refined IN-
POP19a dynamical model over previous INPOP delivery,
INPOP17a, in terms of WRMS residuals. Some noticeable
enhancements are registered for Mars data thanks to the
new asteroid masses estimate (see Sec. 4.1) for the newly
added normal points from Juno gravity pericentres and, es-
pecially, for Saturn.

In particular, the effect of the new modelling on Cassini
data is clearly visible in the residuals shown in Fig. 4 and
in Table 3, where the WRMS values of Cassini datasets
for the different models previously described are reported.
In Fig. 4, the post-fit residuals of the normal points de-
duced from the Cassini mission are depicted for INPOP17a
(where no TNOs are included either individually or by a
ring) and three other solutions: one including the individ-
ual perturbations of the most massive TNOs (see Table 2),
but without the TNO ring model; a second without the in-
dividual TNOs, but with the ring and; the last representing
INPOP19a solution, which features both the ring and the
TNOs. It evidently appears that the combined use of the
individual TNOs together with the adjustment of the mass
of a TNO ring significantly improves the post-fit residu-
als, in particular if we consider an interval of time spread
over several decades. In INPOP17a, the TNO accelerations
were not required since the time span of the Cassini data
was limited to almost 10 years (from 2004 to 2014) and with
lower accuracies (∼25 m for JPL data). With the addition
of Grand Finale points, the data sample has been extended

over 13 years (the full duration of Cassini mission), and IN-
POP17a model is not able to reproduce the data anymore,
showing strong signatures in the residuals, including a bias
on the latest period (Grand Finale points). Such a trend is
not present when we include the modelling which accounts
for both the individual TNOs and the ring.

5. Discussion

5.1. Importance of the different Cassini datasets

Figure 4 also offers a qualitative idea of the sensitivity of
the different datasets to the trans-Neptunian solar system
modelling. In particular, the top left plot shows the scarce
sensitivity of JPL points; a proper fit of these data is achiev-
able without introducing any TNO perturbation, as we ob-
tained with INPOP17a. An evidence of this aspect is also
given in Table 3, where the limited variation registered on
the WRMS of these data from INPOP17a and INPOP19a
(from 1.1 to 0.99) is reported.

On the contrary, Grand Finale points exhibit the highest
sensitivity because of their unique time frame and peculiar
geometry perspective. The WRMS in this case shows a sig-
nificant improvement, from a value of ∼30 for INPOP17a
and close to unity for INPOP19a. Most of the enhancement
derives from the introduction of the TNO ring in the dy-
namical model and the estimate of its mass; however, the
contribution of the massive TNOs results to be significant
for the early navigation data (Feb.-Jul. 2006) and for the
Grand Finale measurements, providing a reduction of the
residuals’ WRMS from 2.58 to 1.14.

Finally, TGF data showed a dispersion of the residuals
larger than their expected accuracy (see Sec. 3.2). This can
be explained by the fact that they are significantly less than
the navigation data (42 vs 572), sharing overall the same ac-
curacy. Moreover, the navigation points are mostly concen-
trated in a limited interval of time (2008-2009), which leads
the filter to produce a better fit of these data to the detri-
ment of TGF residuals, which are distributed on a larger
interval. However, the contribution of this dataset to our
estimate of the Kuiper belt mass is limited. We performed
a test by removing these data from the fit, obtaining a so-
lution that is compatible with the original result.

5.2. Comparison with previous analyses

Two types of analyses have hitherto been published: those
based on KBO direct observations and those deduced from
the KBO perturbations on planetary ephemerides. In Bern-
stein et al. (2004), based on Hubble Space Telescope obser-
vations, the authors deduced a distribution of sizes and infer
surface density values, finding a mass of the Kuiper belt of
about 0.010M⊕ when considering only KBOs with inclina-
tion smaller than 5◦. If we add their estimations of excited
KBOs (objects with inclination greater than 5◦), the total
mass deduced from Bernstein et al. (2004) becomes 0.018
M⊕. The value is low compared to our estimate, but also in
comparison with the Gladman et al. (2001) results. In the
latter work, the authors used a different assumption for the
size distribution, leading to an estimation of the mass of the
total Kuiper belt in between 0.04 and 0.1 M⊕. This inter-
val of masses nicely frames our result, which was obtained
completely independently.
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Fig. 4. Saturn post-fit residuals for the four Cassini datasets. These include the residuals obtained with INPOP17a, where no
modelling of TNOs is included (top left); a solution accounting for the individual perturbations of the 9 most massive TNOs (top
right); a solution including the TNO ring but none of the massive TNOs (bottom left); and INPOP19a, which includes both the
ring model and the individual TNOs. The different colours indicate the 4 range datasets as presented in Table 1.

Table 3. Cassini data WRMS values for multiple INPOP solutions. The first column indicates the specific Cassini dataset, while
in the remaining columns, the WRMS for the different solutions described in Sect. 4.3 are reported.

Dataset
WRMS

INPOP19a INPOP17a massive TNOs TNO ring but
but no Ring no massive TNOs

JPL analysis 0.99 1.01 1.83 1.24
Navigation + TGF 1.01 2.64 3.59 1.64
Grand Finale 1.14 29.0 11.4 2.58

The perturbations of KBOs on the planetary orbits were
considered in Pitjeva & Pitjev (2018). Two models of the
ring perturbations were used: one numerical model that is
similar to our approach (exposed in Sect. 4.2) and one an-
alytical approach; both of these models give consistent re-
sults. The analysis by these authors does not include the
Cassini normal points produced within our work, but it is
based, for Cassini range, on Hees et al. (2014) data alone.
Therefore, if we limit the data sample to that used by Pit-
jeva & Pitjev (2018), we obtain a mass of

Mring = (0.020± 0.003)M⊕, (6)

which is consistent at 3σ with their value, MP18
ring =

(0.01108 ± 0.0025)M⊕. It is worth noting that the masses
of the major TNOs included in our model (see Table 2)
are fixed in INPOP adjustment, while 31 TNO masses are
fitted itn Pitjeva & Pitjev (2018). It is possible that part

of TNO masses in INPOP are absorbed by the TNO ring
mass, inducing a slightly bigger value than that obtained by
Pitjeva & Pitjev (2018). If we add the masses of the fixed
TNOs to the mass of the ring, the differences decrease as
we obtain

Mtotal = (0.0243± 0.003)M⊕, (7)

which is then compatible at 2σ with the estimated value of
Pitjeva & Pitjev (2018), MP18

total = (0.0197± 0.0035)M⊕.
Although it is useful to assess the two results, the sum of

masses (Mtotal = Mring +MTNOs) does not provide a com-
plete comparison of our estimate and the result by Pitjeva
& Pitjev (2018); this is because of the different mass dis-
tribution considered in the two models, and the degeneracy
between the mass of the ring and its distance to the solar
system barycentre. Finally, the mass found in this paper, as
well as the masses previously discussed, are consistent with
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the Kuiper belt mass obtained from simulated populations,
such as Levison et al. (2008).

6. Conclusions

We have presented an efficient method for producing nor-
mal points for the construction of planetary ephemerides;
we also provide the associated uncertainties. A total of 572
points were produced from Cassini navigation data; these
have an average accuracy of 6 m, 42 points from Titan grav-
ity flybys, and 9 from Grand Finale pericentres.

By adding these points to the INPOP planetary
ephemerides dataset (see Table 1) we built INPOP19a,
which includes new modelling of TNOs that is necessary to
fit the new normal points for Saturn system barycentre pro-
duced in this work (see Fig. 4). In particular nine massive
TNOs have been added to the list of integrated bodies along
with a series of three rings representing the KBOs in the
2:1 and 3:2 resonances with Neptune. We fit the total mass
of the rings and provide an estimate of (0.061± 0.001)M⊕,
which is compatible with previous analyses and in line with
theoretical predictions.
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